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The purpose of this work is to extend some of the results of Perron and 
Frobenius to the following generalized eigenvalue problems: Ax = hBx and 
A’y = hB’y, where A and I3 are m x n real matrices and the prime denotes 
the transpose. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Perron theorem [4, p. 531 can be stated as follows: Let A be an rz x n 
real matrix such that1 if y > 0 implies that A’y > 0 (or equivalently, if each 
element of A is positive), then the matrix A has a positive spectral radius and 
a real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius, and a corresponding eigenvector 
is positive. The Frobenius theorem [14, p. 461 states that if y 2 0 implies 
that A’y 1 0 (or equivalently, if each element of A is nonnegative), then A 
has a nonnegative real eigenvalue equal to its spectral radius and a corre- 
sponding eigenvector is semipositive. The purpose of this work is to generalize 
the above results as follows. Let A and B be m x n real matrices such that 
the rank of A or the rank of B is n. If B’y > 0 implies that A’y > 0 (i.e., we 
have replaced the identity matrix I by B’ here), then the generalized eigenvalue 
problem Ax = hBx has a discrete and finite spectrum, and the eigenvalue 
with largest absolute value is real and positive and the corresponding eigen- 
vector is positive. If B’y 2 0 implies that A’y 2 0, then the generalized 
eigenvalue problem Ax = ABx has a discrete and finite spectrum, and the 
eigenvalue with largest absolute value is real and nonnegative and a corre- 
sponding eigenvector is semipositive. 
* Sponsored by the Mathematics Research Center, United States Army, Madison, 
Wisconsin, under Contract No. DA-31-124-ARO-D-462. 
r A prime denotes the transpose of a matrix. For simplicity we do not distinguish 
between a column or row vector. We use the following convention for vector inequali- 
ties: x 2 0 means xi 2 0 for each element xi of x; x > 0 means each xi 2 0 and at 
least one xi > 0; x > 0 means each xi > 0. For a matrix A : A 2 0 means that each 
element Aii 10; A > 0 means that each element A,, > 0. The ith row of a matrix A 
is denoted by A, and the j-th column by A., . We say x is nonnegative if x 2 0, semi- 
positive if x > 0, and positive if x > 0. 
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A number of other results which are consequences of the Perron and 
Frobenius theorems for the problem. Ax = Xx are also generalized to the 
problem Ax = hBx as consequences of our extensions of the Perron and 
Frobenius theorems. 
The basic tools used in the present work are theorems of the alternative 
for linear inequalities (such as Motzkin’s and Tucker’s theorem [IO, 11, 131) 
and the Perron and Frobenius theorems. Theorems of the alternative can be 
considered consequences of the separation theorem for convex sets [ 1, p. 1641. 
They also can be considered as relations between certain convex polyhedral 
cones [6]. For example, we show by using a theorem of the alternative that 
(1.1) (B’y 20 3 A’y 20>- ( 
3 an n X n matrix X: 
A = BX x > o . 
? - > 
The backward implication above is trivial to establish, but the forward 
implication requires the use of a theorem of the alternative [lo, 1 I], a separa- 
tion theorem for convex sets [l, p. 1631, the duality theorem of linear program- 
ming [2, 31, or the duality theorem for polyhedral convex cones [6, Lemma 21. 
Since we shall be concerned with other matrix implications (besides the above 
one) such as B’y 3 0 3 A’y > 0, theorems of the alternative will provide 
a more uniform and direct method for deriving equivalences of the type (1.1) 
instead of the other methods mentioned above. 
(We mention in passing that our results do not seem to follow from those 
of Krein and Rutman [7] inasmuch as we do not have a mapping from a 
convex cone into itself, but instead we merely have here two cones, one of 
which contains the other, thus: 
(Y I B’Y 2 O} C {y I ~‘y 2 o}. 
Also, there does not seem to be any overlap between the present paper and 
other work on the problem Ax = XBx, such as Ref. [5].) 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state the generalized 
eigenvalue problems and give some elementary results regarding them. 
In Section 3 we obtain dual characterizations of the type (1 .l) for various 
matrix implications. In Section 4 we give our main results for the generalized 
eigenvalue problems. The Appendix contains the proof of the key dual 
characterization theorem of Section 3. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this work A and B will be m x n real matrices, with the excep- 
tion of Section 3, where they will be m x n and m x k matrices, respectively. 
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2.1. DEFINITION. A (complex) number h is said to be an eigenvalue of 
A relative to B iff Ax = hBx for some nonzero x, and x is called an eigen- 
vector of A relative to B (corresponding to h). The set of all eigenvalues of A 
relative to B is called the spectrum of A relative to B and is denoted by sp(A,). 
If A is an n x n matrix and B is the n x n identity matrix 1 then sp(A,) 
is the ordinary spectrum of the matrix A, i.e., the set of n eigenvalues of A, 
and is denoted by sp(A). 
2.2. DEFINITION. The spectral radius of A relative to B, p(A,), is defined 
as follows: 
f(AB) = sup IX I 
hJPL4,) 
if sp(&) # 0, 
=-a if sp(A,) = 0. 
We remark immediately that the case of the empty spectrum of A relative 
to B is included here for completeness and is of little interest. (An example 
of sp(A,) = 0 is when all the elements of B are zero and the columns of A 
are linearly independent.) 
It is worthwhile also to single out other uninteresting cases, such as when 
the spectrum contains the entire real line, in order to isolate the meaningful 
cases. 
2.3. LEMMA. 
(i) LZ > m =S sp(A,) 1 (---CO, co) * p(A,) = a~; 
(ii) n < m a sp(Ai,) 3 (-co, CO) =z- p(AL,) = 03; 
(iii) n = m S- sp(A,) = sp(Ak,) = a set, possibly empty, of at most 
n numbers. 
Proof. (i) Since 12 > m, the columns of A - hB are linearly dependent 
for any real number h and hence there exists x # 0 such that (A - AB)x = 0. 
Thus any real h is in sp(A,) and p(AB) = CO. 
(ii) Replace A, B, m, and n in (i) above by A’, B’, 7t, and m, respectively. 
(iii) h E sp(A,) o det(A - XB) = O2 
o det(A’ - MY) = 0 
o h E sp(A;,). 
That the spectrum is a set, possibly empty,3 of at most n numbers follows 
a det(A - X3) denotes determinant of the square matrix A - ML 
s That the spectrum may be empty can be seen by taking A nonsingular and B 
all zeros. 
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from the fact that each eigenvalue is obtained by setting the determinant of 
A - XB equal to zero. 11 
It follows from the above lemma that if TZ < m then only the problem 
involving Ax = XBx is of interest, if n > m then only the problem involving 
A’y = hB’y is of interest, and if n = m then both problems are of interest. 
We pointed out earlier that the results involving the generalized eigenvalue 
problem will be derived by first showing that the matrices A and B are 
related to each other through a third matrix X thus: A = BX. We give now 
some elementary results regarding this relation. 
2.4. LEMMA. Let X be an II x n real matrix such that A = BX. Let r(A) 
and r(B) denote the ranks of A and B, respectively. 
(9 ~PG%) f 0, 
r(A) = TZ or r(B) = n + sp(A,) is a set of n numbers.* 
(ii) X E sp(X) * h E sp(A,). 
(iii) h E sp(X) c A E sp(AB) 
r(A) = n or r(B) = n. 
(iv) r(A) = n or r(B) = n =G- sp(Ak,) # a, 
r(A) = m or r(B) = m =z- sp(Ah,) is a set of n numbers.4 
r(A) = n or r(B) = n > 
a h E sp(A;,). 
Proof. We observe that the first part of i follows from ii since X is square, 
the second part of i follows from iii because X is an n x n matrix, the first 
part of iv follows from v, and the second part of iv follows from vi. We need 
only prove ii, iii, v, and vi now. 
(ii) /1 E sp(X) => Xz = Xz, z#O 
=s- BXz = XBz, z#O 
2 AZ = M&z, z#O 
=E- h E sp(A,). 
(iii) Since A = BX, it follows that r(A) = n implies that r(B) = n 
[9, P. 271, 
h E sp(A,) =z- Ax = XBz, z#O 
a BXz = XBz, z#O 
3 x.2 = AZ, z # 0 (because r(B) = n) 
G- h E sp(X). 
p Not necessarily distinct. 
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(v) Since A = SX, it follows that r(A) = n implies that r(B) = n, 
x E sp(X) 3 X’s = AZ, z#O 
=P- X’B’y = hB’y, y # 0 (Z = B’y because r(B) = n) 
=> A’y = hB’y, YfO 
a h E sp(A;,). 
(vi) Since A = BX, it follows that r(A) = m implies that r(B) = m, 
h E sp(Ab,) * A’z = hB’z, z#O 
=+- X’B’z = /\B’x, z#O 
=-a Xly = hy, y # 0 (because r(B) = m) 
=> A E SP(X) II 
2.5. LEMMA. Let X be an n x n real matrix such that A = BX. 
(i) Xx = hx, x + 0 j AE dAB), Ax = hBx. 
(;;) x’z = AZ, z#O 
> ( 
j X E SP(&) 
r(A) or r(B) = n A’y = Wy, z = B’y. 
Proof. (i) Follows from proof of Lemma 2.4.ii. 
(ii) Follows from proof of Lemma 2.4.~. /I 
3. DUAL CHARACTERIZATIONS OF THE MATRICES A AND B 
As a key step in the derivation of the results for the generalized eigenvalue 
problems Ax = hBx and A’y = hB’y we establish the following dual 
characterizations of the matrices A and B. 
3.1. THEOREM (Dual characterization). Let A and B be real matrices of 
order m x n and m x k, respectively. Then 
(i) B’y 2 0 S- A’y 2 0) e (3X 2 0 : A = BX. 
?f 
(3.2) {yIB’y >O> # 0, 
then 
(ii) B’y > 0 3 A’y 2 0) o (3X 1 0 : A = BX. 
(iii) B’y >, 0 A’y >, O> 3X 2 0 with some column > 0: 3 u X.j 
A = BX 
(iv) B’y > 0 Z- A’y > 0) o (3X > 0 : A = BX. 
If 
(3.3) (YIB’Y>O)# 0, 
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then 
2 0 with each column X,j > 0 : 
(vi> B’Y 0 A’Y 3 0) 3X 2 0 with each column > a 0 X+ > 0 : 
A = BX. 
(vii) B’y 0 A’y 0) 3X 2 0 with each column 0 : > 3 > 0 X., 3 
A = BX 
(In all of the above statements X is a k x n real matrix.) 
3.4. Remark. All of the backward implications above are trivial to prove 
and do not require either of the above assumptions 3.2 or 3.3. For example, 
to prove the backward implication of iii we note that if A = BX, X 2 0 
with some column X+ > 0, then B’y >, 0 implies that A’y 3 0 because 
A’y = X’B’y 1 0, and since some column X.i > 0 and (B’y) > 0 we 
have X,‘B’y > 0, and hence (A’y), = X,‘B’y > 0. 
The proof of the above theorem is in the Appendix. 
4. THE GENERALIZED EIGENVALUE PROBLEMS 
We are ready now to derive extensions of the results of Perron and Frobenius 
for the generalized eigenvalue problems Ax = hBx and A’y = XB’y. 
4.1. THEOREM (Extended Frobenius). Let A and B be real matrices of 
order m x n. Let either 
B’y 2 0 3 A’y 2 0 
Or 





has a solution x for some h 2_ 0. 
If in addition r(A) or r(B) is n then X = p(A,J. 
(ii) If r(A) or r(B) is n then 
A’y = XB’y 
B’y 3 0 > 
has a solution y for some A 2 0. 
I f  in addition m = n, then X = p(AL,) = p(AJ. 
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(iii) Let r(A) OY r(B) be n. 
A’y $ vB’y 
B’y > 0 > 
s- ~6%) 2 v. 
pB’y 2 A’y 
B’y > 0 > * II 2 ~(4, 
A’y = Wy 
B’y>O > 
=z- h = p(A,). 
If in addition m = n (i.e., A and B are square and hence either A OY B is non- 
singular), then 
p 5 p(A,) = X = p(A;r) 5 v. 
(iv) Let m = n, let A or B be nonsingular, and let 
I’ = (6 1 A’y 2 [B’y, B’y > 0}, A = (5 I A’y 5 5B’y, B’y > O}. 
Then 
&AB) = ,, (A;,) = sug 5 = E; 5. 
(v) Let m = n, let C b e an m x m real matrix, and let B be nonsingular. 
Then 
(B’y 2 0 =s C’y 2 0 and (A’ - C’) y 10) 
3 p(CB) = P(G) 5 ,@k) = ~(4, 
(B’y 2 0 ti C’y 2 0 and (C’ - A’)y 2 0) 
* p(G) = P(G) 2 ~(4s~) = ~(4. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, i and ii, there exists an n x n real matrix X 
such that 
(4.2) A-BX, x 2 0. 
It follows from the Frobenius theorem [14] and the nonnegativity of X that 
there exists a real nonnegative eigenvalue h of X equal to its spectral radius 




xx = Ax, x 3 0, h = p(X) L 0 
(4-4) X’x = hz, .z > 0. 
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(i) By Lemma 2.5i and 4.2, 4.3 above we have that for X = p(X), 
Ax = hBx, x > 0, h 2 0, 
and hence X E sp(A,). If in addition r(A) or r(B) is 71 then h = p(&), because 
by lemma 2.4iii sp(X) contains sp(A,), and h, which is the spectral radius of X, 
is also in sp(A,). 
(ii) By Lemma 2.5ii and 4.2,4.4 above we have that for X = p(X), 
Aj = XB’y, B’y Z 0, x 2 0, 
and hence h E sp(A&). If in addition m = n, then X = p(A;S,), because by 
Lemma 2.4vi sp(X) contains sp(A&), and h, which is the spectral radius of X, 
is also in sp(A&). S ince m = n, we also have by Lemma 2.3iii that X = 
~(4 = P&). 
(iii) Let A’y 2 vB’y and B’y > 0. By i above we have that Ax = hBx, 
x >, 0, and h = p(A,). Hence 
vxB’y 2 yAx = hyBx, 
which implies that v 2 X because yBx = x(B’y) > 0. 
Let pB’y 5 A’y and B’y > 0. Again by using i above we have that 
pxB’y 5 yAx = hyBx, 
and hence p 5 h because yBx > 0. 
If A’y = hB’y and B’y > 0 then the two implications just established 
imply that p(AB) 2 X 5 p(A,) and hence X = p(A,). 
If both A and B are square matrices, then by Lemma 2.3iii and the facts 
just established above we have 
p S ,o(AB) = A = p(A;,) 5 v. 
(iv) By iii above we have that 
t E I’ * 5 5 P(&) = p(AL), 
5 E A 3 5 2 ~(4,) = p(A;,). 
But by ii above X = p(A&) satisfies A’y = XB’y, B’y > 0, and so X = 
p(Ak.) is a point of closure of the sets r and (1; hence 
(v) Let 
I” = (5 1 c’y 2 [B’y, B‘y > 0}, A’ = (3 [ C’y s [B’y, B’y > 0). 
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Let 
B’y 2 0 3 c,y 2 0 and (A’ - C’)y 2 0. 
By iv above we have that 
f&J) = fM3~) = SgIjJ 5, 
P(CB) = f(G?,) = ;;$C* 
But since 
B’y > 0 =+ A’y 2 C’y 
we have that r’ C r and hence 
Similarly, let 
B’y 2 0 3 C’y 2 0 and (C’ - A’) y 2 0. 
By iv above we have that 
But since 
B’y > 0 3 C’y 2 A’y 
we have that A’ C A, and hence 
It might help in connecting the above results to the classical results of 
Frobenius to state a special case which is obtained by applying the above 
theorem to the case when m = n and B = I, i.e., the case when A in an 
n X n nonnegative matrix. 
4.5. SPECIAL CASE (Frobenius). Let A be an n x n real nonnegative 
matrix, i.e., y 2 0 * A’y 2 0. Then 
Ax = hx 
(i) , x > o > 
has a solution x for some h 2 0, and h = p(A). 
A’y = Xy 
(4 , y > o ) has a solution y for some h 2 0, and h = p(A). 
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(iii) 
A’y 2 vy  
Y>O > 
3 p(A) 5 “, 
PY 5 A’y 
Y>O > 
* P 5 p(A), 
A’y == xy 
Y>O > 
a X = p(A). 
(iv) Let 
r = (2; I 24’Y 2 5Y, y  > o>, fl = (5 I A’y 5 5y, y  > 0). 
Then 
p(A) = p(A’) = sum 5 = :“nf 5. 
E 
(v) Let C be an n x n real nonnegative matrix. Then 
A 2 C => p(A) 2 P(C). 
Simple modifications of the above proofs lead to the following theorems 
for the cases of the order implications given in Theorem 3.1. 
4.6. THEOREM. Let A and B be real matrices of order m x n and let 
{y I B’y 3 01 f  ia and B’y > 0 3 A’y 3 0. 
Then Theorem 4.1 holds with X > 0 in parts i and ii. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.liii, 
A=BX, x 2 0, X.j > 0 for some j. 
Hence by the Frobenius theorem [14] there exists a real h 2 0 which equals 
the spectral radius p(X) of X and 
X’y = xy, y > 0. 
But if h = 0 then a contradiction ensues from the fact that some row Xi’ of X’ 
is positive, and hence X.,y > 0. So h = p(X) > 0. The remainder of the 
proof is similar to the proofs of parts i and ii of Theorem 4.1. // 
4.7. THEOREM (Extended Perron). Let A and B be real matrices of order 
m x n and let 





has a solution x for some h > 0. 
lfin addition r(A) or r(B) is n, then X = p(A,) > 0. 
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(ii) If+) or r(B) is 12 t&n 
A’y = M3’y 
B’y > 0 > 
has a solution y for some h > 0 
Ifin addition m = n, then h = p(A&) = p(A,) > 0. 
(iii) Let r(A) OY r(B) be n. 
A’y r; vB’y 
B’y > 0 > 
3 ~(4) 5 v, 
NY 5 A’Y 
B’y >, 0 > 
+- it 5 A&), 
A’y=hB’y 
B’y > 0 > 
=> h = p(A,). 
If in addition m = n (i.e., A and B are square, and hence either A or B is non- 
singular), then 
p 5 p(Ae) = h = p(A;,) 5 v. 
(iv) Let m = n, let A OY B be nonsingular, and let 
r={51A’y2:B’y,B’y>O}, A={51A’yS{B’y,B’y>O}. 
Then 
,J(AJ = p(A;f) = rn~ 5 = I$I 5. 
(v) Let m = n, let C be an m x m real matrix, and let B be nonsingulm. 
Then 
(B’y 3 0 =z- C’y > 0 and (A’ - C’)y >, 0) 
* p(C,J = p(G,) 5 P(&) = P(&), 
<B’y > 0 5 C’y > 0 and (C’ - A’) y 2 0) 
3 P(G) = P(%) 2 ~6%) = &%I). 
If in addition B is symmetric, or if (A’ - c’)y > 0 or (c’ - A’)y > 0 in 
the above implications, then the inequalities between p(C;I,) and p(A&) are 
strict inequalities. 
The proof of this theorem is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 above, 
except that we use the Perron theorem [4] instead of the Frobenius theorem 
here because A = BX, X > 0 (by Th eorem 3.liv). The main difference 
that might need an explanation is part v. We first observe that each of the 
sets r and A contain p(X), because from ii of the present theorem X = 
p(X)Ernn. 
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Suppose now that B is symmetric and suppose that p(Ck,) = p(&.) = A. 
We shall exhibit a contradiction. From i and ii of the present theorem we 
have that h > 0 and 
A’y = hB’y, B’y > 0, 
cz = ABZ, z > 0. 
But 
B’y > 0 a A’y 3 C’y (or A’y < C’y). 
Hence 
zA’y > K’y, (or zA’y < zC’y), 
which contradicts the fact that 
zA’y = hzB’y = XyBx = yCz = .zC’y. 
Hence p(C$) # p(A&). 
If B is not symmetric, but if 
B’y > 0 a (A’ - C’)y > 0, 
then 
= meax{{ j A’y 2 CB’y, B’y > 0) (by iv) 
> m;x{{ 1 C’y 2 [B’y, B’y > 0) (because B’y > 0 Z- A’y > cly) 
= P(G) = P(G) (by iv). 
Similarly, if 
then 
B’y > 0 =z- (C’ - A’)y > 0, 
= rnp([ 1 A’y 5 [B’y, B’y > 0) (by iv) 
< rnp([ 1 C’y 5 CB’y, B’y > 0) (because B’y > 0 * C’y > A’y) 
= P(G) = P(CB) (by iv). II 
4.8. THEOREM. Let A and B be real matrices of order m x n and let 
{YIB'y>Ol# @ and B’y > 0 3 A’y 2 0. 
Then Theorem 4.1 holds with X > 0 in parts i and ii. 




Proof of Theorem 3.1. We observe that all the backward implications of 
the theorem are trivial to verify in the manner indicated in Remark 3.4. 
We only need verify the forward implications. 
(i) B’y >= 0 2 A’y >= 0) * 
For eachj = l,..., n, 
B’y 2 0, A,‘y < 0 has no solution y 
( For eachj = I,..., it, o Bx - A.& = 0, x 2 0, 5 3 0 has a solution x E R”, 5 E R 
(by Motzkin’s theorem [IO, 11,8]) 
For eachj = I,..., n, 
o 
‘\ 
Bx - A+ = 0, x 2 0 
has a solution x E R” 
A = BX for some K x n real 
* matrix X 2 0. 
(ii) We observe first that since {y 1 B’y > 0} # O, it follows that 
{x ] Bx = 0, x > O> = o , otherwise for y and x in these two respective sets 
we have that 0 = yBx = x(B’y) > 0, which is a contradiction. 
Then 
B’y > 0 =z- A’y 2 0) o 
For each j = l,..., 12, 
B’y 2 0, Aj’y < 0 has no solution y 
i 
For eachj = l,..., II, 
* 
Bx - A.& = 0, x > 0, 5 2 0; or 
Bx - A.& = 0, x 2 0, 5 3 0 
has a solution x E R”, 5 E R 
(by Slater’s theorem [12, 81) 
( 
For eachj = l,..., n, 
e Bx-A.~=O,X~O 
has a solution x E Rk 
(because 5 # 0, otherwise 
(x 1 Bx = 0, x > O> # m, which contradicts 
ir I B’Y 3 01 f @> 
A = BX for some K x n real matrix 
* X&O. 
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Theiii) W e o b serve again that 3.2 implies that (x 1 Bx = 0, x > 0} = a. 
= B’y 2 0 * A’y > 0) o (B’y 3 0 2 0 for all l,..., n, * j 
> 0 for some j,, = l,..., n 
For each j = I,..., n, 
B’y > 0, A,‘y < 0 has no solution y, 
and for some j,, = l,..., n, 
B’y >, 0, A&y 5 0 has no solution y 
l 
For each j = I,..., n, 
Bx - A.&’ = 0, x > 0, 5 2 0, or 
Bx - A.& = 0, x 2 0, or 5 > 0 
u has a solution x E R”, 5 E R, 
\ 
and for some j,, = l,..., n, 
Bx - A.& = 0, x > 0, 5 2 0 
has a solution x E Rk, 5 E R 
(by Slater’s theorem [12,8] and 
Tucker’s theorem [S, 13, p. lo]) 
4 
For each j = l,..., n, 
Bx - A+ = 0, x 2 0 
has a solution x E RR, 
and for some j0 = l,..., n, 
\ 
Bx - A., = 0, x > 0 
has a solution x E R” 
(because 5 # 0, otherwise {x 1 Bx=O, x > 0) # .@ ,
which contradicts (y 1 B’y > 01 # S) 
= BX for some k x n real matrix X 2 0 
and some column X+ > 0. 
(iv) Again we have that 3.2 implies that {x 1 Bx = 0, x > 0) = O. 
Then 
i 
For each j = l,..., n, 
B’y > 0 =E- A’y > 0) + B’y > 0, A,‘y 2 0 
has no solution y 
For each j = l,..., n, 
u Bx - A.& = 0, x > 0, 5 2 0 
has a solution x E Rk, 5 E R 
(by Tucker’s theorem [8, 13, p. lo]) 
100 
i 
For each j = I,..., rz, 
e Bx - A., = 0, x > 0 
has a solution x E Rk 
(because !: # 0, otherwise 
{x ] Bx = 0, x > 0) # JZ, which contradicts 
i~IB’ybO)f @> 
A = BX for some K x II real 
* matrix X > 0. 
(v) We observe first that since {y 1 B’y > 0} # 0, it follows that 
1% 1 Bx = 0, x > 0} = 0, otherwise for y and x in these two sets we have 
that 0 = yBx = ‘x(B’y) > 0, which is a contradiction. Then 
( 
For each j = l,..., 12, 
B’y > 0 z- A’y 2 0) o B’y > 0, A,‘y < 0 
has no solution y 
( 
For each j = l,..., 71, 
o Bx - A.,[ = 0, (x, 4) > 0 
has a solution x E R”, IJ E R 
(by Gordan’s theorem [8,3, p. 481) 
( 
For each j = l,..., n, 
o Bx-A.,=O,x>O 
has a solution x E Rk 
(for 5 # 0, otherwise 
{x~Bx=O,x>O}# 0,which 
contradicts {y 1 B’y > 0} # 0) 
A 
i 
= BX for some k x n real matrix 
o X 2 0 for which each column 
X., > 0, j = l,..., n. 
(vi) The backward implication is trivial. The forward implication 
follows from v above. 
(vii) The backward pl t im ica ion is trivial. The forward implication 
follows from v above. 11 
For convenience we state below the theorems of the alternative used in the 
above proof. 
THEOREMS OF THE ALTERNATIVE. For each of the dual systems I and II 
below, either I must have a solution or II must have a solution, but never both. 
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I II 
(Sluter [12, 81) 
Ax > 0, Bx > 0, Cx 2 0, Dx = 0 A’y, + B’yz + C’y, + D’y,, z== 0, 
(A and B nonvacuous). y1 3 0, 35 L 0, y3 2 0 
o~y,Zo,y,>o,y3~o. 
(Motzkin [ 10, 11, 81) 
Ax > 0, Cx 2 0, Dx = r3 
(A nonvacuous). 
(Tucker [13, 81) 
Bx > 0, Cx 2 0, Dx = 0 
(B nonvacuous). 
(Gordun [3,8]) 
Ax > 0. 
A'Y, + C'y3 + D'yt = 0, 
y1 >, 0, y3 2 0. 
B'rz + C'Y, + D'ye = 0, 
y3 > 0, y3 2 0. 
A’y = 0, 2 0. y 
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